5 「illed Hinai Chicken
Skewe「 5
Hinai chicken is sought after by chefs
across the country for its exquisite
flavor and texture. Hinai chickens
are 「aised free-range three times
longer than normal facto 「y chicken

□ date Magewappa Handic「afts
Traditional Magewappa handicrafts are elegantly
handcrafted from fragrant cedar. Both beautiful
and p 「actical. Magewappa lunchboxes. sake pourers.
and mugs are popular items.

Edamame Snacks
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Odate's unique climate is perfect for growing delicious
edamame packed with nutrients. Sweets of all kind using
edamame are produced in the city
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Hinai Chicken□ yako-don
A fried chicken cutlet laid on a bed of rice and
topped with egg. Made using only the finest cuts
of Odate's famous free-range Hinai chicken
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Slow cooked, tender
horse that goes well
with demi-glace sauce.
A popular dish at the
Kogumatei restaurant.
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北秋田市阿仁銀山字下新町119
（秋田内陸縦貫鉄道阿仁合駅内

こぐま亭）

Spawned in the cool. deep wate 「 s of
Lake Towada. sockeye salmon grow
fat and flavo「ful. Try original salmon
dishes at the School Cafe today!
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Kosaka K
atsu Ramen

Soy sauce ramen topped with a fried po 「k
cutlet. Originally a secret menu item in
the 1970's, it's now a popular menu item
at every ramen shop in Kosaka
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T □「imeshi
Lunchb □ x

l□date

Odate's exquisite lunch
set of sweet chicken and
rice. A favorite among
visitors and locals alike,
it's gua 「anteed to satisfy!
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Butte「 M □chi

F 「uit P 「ESE「 ves

Acacia Honey

Fluffy and just the 「ight amount of
sweet. butter mochi rice cakes a 「e
the longtime favorite traditional
treat of locals and visitors alike.

Kamikoani Village specializes in
making Jams and f 「uit preserves
Be sure to try the Kohaze and
Chinese Lantern Jams

100% all natural acacia honey from
Japan's largest acacia grove. The
bright color, purity, and delicious
flavor set it apart f「om all other honeys
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花善／大館市御成町1丁目10-2

An authentic Matagi bear hunter
recipe. Fresh bear is slowly stewed to
bring out the fullest. 「ichest flavor.

Local Liqu □「 5

Disce「ning guests can enjoy Odate's awa「d winning Hokushika sake, Kitaakita's "dobu「oku"
sake made from the clea 「 waters of Mt. Moriyoshi, and Kosaka's wine made from the hybridized
"shokoshi" mountain grape.
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